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Why  ECAP Full-ceramic Cartridge Is 
The Best For CBD OR THC Oil?

About ECAP

ECAP’s core ceramic technology is always active in the front-line of entire atomization industry since the company 
found in 2011.  Right now ECAP's patented ceramic technology has been widely applied in millions of devices all over 
the world, and is well-recognized by global top brands for the consistent high reliability & safety. Products include 
full ceramic cart, all ceramic cart, cotton free,  palm battery ,  disposable Cartridge...

What Is CERALL TECH?

CERALL TECH: ECAP’s unique kiln sintering integrated patent and we are the only one holding it globally.
We are the 1st & unique in the Market who is capable to build Cotton-Free Full-Ceramic Cartridges.

Kiln sinter integrated tech: Fill the raw KCOIL ceramic coil into Ceramic center post, then sintering under 1100℃
to merge 2 parts together.

KCOIL TECH: KCOIL uses our internally developed 6th generation ceramic formulation to achieve unprecedented coil 
porosity levels (CPI). The thickest and sauciest oils can easily permeate into the honey-comb like pores of the ceramic
and diffuses into a delicate tasting vapor.
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CERALL TECH，Ceramic center post 

ECAP applys all in one ceramic center post
1.  Comply with heavy-metal free inspection of UAS standard, more clean, pure & health.
2.  Food grade materials, environmental protection and health
3.  New ceramic center post technology, more healthy

Lots of center posts for selling in the market who claims they follow full ceramic processing are just fake & high-copy only.

The bottom is Ceramic as well (ECAP)

Fake full ceramicMetal center post made Cartridge

Metal painting
 to the bottom
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CERALL TECH, 100% Cotton Free
ECAP product is 100% cotton-free, in comparison of others all cotton wrapped atomizer core, which suffers dry hit & 
carbonized a lot, and whats more, toxic occasionally(it generates carbon monoxide)

Elegant Design With Elegant Atomize Experience
1. Humanized design, compact & portable; Mouthpieces for ergonomic design
2. New generation leak-proof technology
3. Nano ceramic atomization Core technology, good taste keeps going
4. Vertical ceramic structure, smoother air flow
5. Bottom air intake, full combustion, better taste
6. Both thin oil or heavy oil are compatible

The full-ceramic cartridge is bringing great taste and extraordinary vaping experience to e-cigarette enthusiasts, and 
authentic smoking feel for adult smokers.

In a word, you choose ECAP, the worldwide prevalent full ceramic products, you choose the best!

　ECAP’s 100% cotton free Cotton carbonized


